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SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

1. 10” HD 1280x800 touchscreen. Only
 12mm thick (4GB RAM + 16GB ROM)
 + Wi-Fi 6 + Bluetooth.

2.	 Body	made	of	black	anti	fingerprint	soft	 	
	 touch	technology.	Front	finishing	at	your			
 choice: aluminium or bronze.

3. Wall or table version.

4.  Visitors are always perfectly visible thanks  
 to the 160° camera built in to every Fasttel  
 IP outdoor unit allowing you to choose   
 whether to grant or refuse entry.

5. Recordings of the visitor is stored on the   
 internal HD and can be used later as   
 evidence.

6. Up to 50 external IP cameras can be   
 integrated. Quad view and manual 
 recording possible.

7. Voice assistance for handsfree control.

We are often being told that Fasttel 
products just get better and better... 
So every time we come up with something 
new, we have a reputation to keep up.

We have done it yet again with the 
introduction of the COMMANDER!

The COMMANDER is an all-in-one device 
that has no equal: among other things, it 
makes recordings of your visitors, displays 
all the cameras around your property, is a 
phone, provides a connection to any home 
automation system, and is an alarm clock. 
Apps from other parties can also be 
installed via the open android structure.

8. Four loudspeakers and 2 micros deliver an  
 unparalleled audio experience.

9. Integrated SIPserver and hands-free phone  
 with contacts list.

10. Android 12 operating system: installation of
 third-party apps possible via Google Play  
 Store!
 Including home automation apps, SONOS,
 Skype, heating, internet browser, email etc.

11. Adjustable motion sensor for ultimate ease  
 of use.

 Alarm clock function.

 Can be used with third-party door phones.

 Fits into both modern and classic interior.

 PoE wiring or 12V

 Automatic detection of ONVIF camera’s,   
 display of RTSP camera’s.

INDOOR STATION

COMMANDER

ON THE WALL

Height: 165 mm
Width: 278 mm
Depth: 12 mm

ON A PEDESTAL

Height: 180 mm
Width: 278 mm
Depth: 140 mm
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COMMANDER
INDOOR STATION

FTBR30CCFTBG30CC

 Wall or table model.
  The commander can be placed on the wall or on a desk   
  pedestal.

 All in one indoor monitor. 
  10” Hd all in one indoor station: videophone, recordings,
  telephony, camera surveillance, relay activations, alarm   
  clock, Android tablet.

  Choose 1 app of your choice as the main app.
  The COMMANDER will continue to push this to the fore  
  ground.

 Standard finish: 
  Black, white or champagne aluminium
  Bronze matte
  Bronze rustic matte
  Bronze gold matte

 Extra colour variations:
  Choose any RAL color.

 Place the screen where it suits you!
  Cabling is no longer necessary. The FT600WPS is
  connected to a normal power socket.
  The WiFi 6 technology does the rest.

Finishing: bronze gold matte Finishing: bronze rustic matte



Finishing: champagne anodised 
aluminium

Finishing: white painted 
aluminium

Finishing: bronze gold matte Finishing: bronze rustic matte
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FTBG30CC + 
FTBG30CCDESK

FTBR30CC + 
FTBR30CCDESK

FTW30CC + 
FTW30CCDESK

FTCH30CC +
FTCH30CCDESK

Copper	is	very	difficult	to	fold,	so	the	production	of	this	1.6	kg	(!)	bronze	
pedestal requires pure craftsmanship.

Pure craftsmanship.

WiFi 6 is designed for better
speed, coverage and integration
even when there are many devices
are in the WiFi network.
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COMMANDER

Direct access to telephone and videophone 
function, visitor images,
system info, third party cameras and 
installed apps.

MAIN SCREEN                                                                           

Hands-free phone with contact list and an 
overview of all calls. 

TELEPHONY

Each visit is recorded on the internal or
microSD memory and can be used as
evidence at a later time.

RECORDINGS

With the Google Play Store you have access 
to thousands of apps. 1 app can be chosen 
as the main app that is always pushed to the 
foreground.

GOOGLE PLAY STORE
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Do you wish to integrate your own 
application or development exclusively? 
Which can! Please contact Fasttel for this.

OPEN ANDROID 12

Up to 50 external IP cameras can be 
integrated. Quad playback and manual 
recording is possible.
Click on a camera and it is displayed full 
screen. You can then scroll full screen 
again or go back to quad view.

CAMERAS (ONVIF and RTSP)

Personalize the settings both on the screen 
itself and via the built-in web browser.

SETTINGS
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